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MicroRNAs are a group of small non-coding RNAs approximately 22 nucleotides in length. Recent work has
shown differential expression of mature microRNAs in human cancers. Production and function of microRNAs
require coordinated processing by proteins of the microRNA machinery. Dicer and Drosha (RNase III
endonucleases) are essential components of the microRNA machinery. Recently, the ribosome anti-association
factor eIF6 has also been found to have a role in microRNA-mediated post-transcriptional silencing. We
characterized the alterations in the expression of genes encoding proteins of microRNA machinery in ovarian
serous carcinoma. Protein expression of eIF6 and Dicer was quantified in a tissue microarray of 66 ovarian
serous carcinomas. Dicer, Drosha and eIF6 mRNA expression was analysed using quantitative reverse
transcription-PCR on an independent set of 50 formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded ovarian serous carcinoma
samples. Expression profiles of eIF6 and Dicer were correlated with clinicopathological and patient survival
data. We provide definitive evidence that eIF6 and Dicer are both upregulated in a significant proportion of
ovarian serous carcinomas and are associated with specific clinicopathological features, most notably low eIF6
expression being associated with reduced disease-free survival. The status of eIF6 and proteins of the
microRNA machinery may help predict toxicity and susceptibility to future interfering RNA-based therapy.
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Epithelial ovarian cancer is one of the most common
cancers in women and the leading cause of death
from gynaecological malignancy in the western
world.1 Approximately 205 000 cases of ovarian
cancer are diagnosed worldwide each year.2 Serous
adenocarcinomas are the commonest histotype
and account for 40–50% of malignant neoplasms.3

The majority of ovarian cancers present in advanced
stages (III or IV) and are treated by surgery
and systemic chemotherapy. Despite an initial
70–80% response rate, current therapy is frequently
followed by recurrence, which is often resistant to
chemotherapy, as demonstrated by 5–20% long-term
survivors.4 There is an urgent need to identify

novel or poorly characterized pathways to shed
more insight into the tumorigenesis of this fatal
neoplasm.

MicroRNAs are a class of small noncoding RNAs,
approximately 22 nucleotides long, that have been
found to negatively regulate gene expression. They
have been found to have roles in cell growth,
differentiation, apoptosis and tumorigenesis.5–12

Recently, microRNAs were implicated in the devel-
opment of ovarian cancer: 39 microRNAs are
differentially regulated between tumour and normal
ovarian tissue.13

MicroRNA production involves cleavage of a
long nascent transcript (primary microRNA) from a
70–100 nucleotide hairpin precursor (precursor
microRNA), which is in turn processed to form a
microRNA duplex. One strand of this duplex is
incorporated into the RISC complex where it will
bind through partial sequence homology to the
30UTR of target mRNAs causing their translational
repression.11,14,15
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Collectively, the production and function of
microRNA require a set of proteins known as the
microRNA machinery, which includes both Dicer
and Drosha. In humans, Drosha executes the initial
microRNA processing step in the nucleus and the
resultant precursor microRNA is exported to the
cytoplasm for further processing by Dicer to generate
the mature 22 nucleotide product.16,17

Recent evidence has shown that the anti-associa-
tion factor eIF6 (ITGB4BP or p27BBP – a ribosome
inhibitory protein known to prevent productive
assembly of the 80S ribosome)18–21 is recruited by
the RISC complex, enabling microRNA complexes to
exert their repressive effects on protein translation.22

In this study, using real-time reverse transcription
(RT)-PCR and immunohistochemistry, we examined
whether the expression levels of eIF6, Dicer and
Drosha, which are essential for microRNA produc-
tion and function, are altered in ovarian serous
adenocarcinomas. We report here for the first time
an alteration in expression of eIF6 and microRNA
machinery in ovarian serous adenocarcinomas and
an association between low eIF6 protein expression
and shortened patient disease-free survival.

Materials and methods

Ethical approval for the study was obtained from the
St James’s and Federation of Dublin Voluntary
Hospitals Ethics Committee.

Case Selection and Tumour Sample Preparation

A total of 66 ovarian serous adenocarcinoma
tumours, classified according to the FIGO system:
stage (II–IV) and grade (2–3) were selected from
archival formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue be-
tween the years 1991 and 2006 from St James’s
Hospital, Dublin. H&E slides of all tumours were
reviewed by a histopathologist (RF) and the original
diagnoses were confirmed. The paraffin tissue micro-
arrays were composed of tumours arrayed in quad-
ruplicate and were age-matched to 40 normal ovaries
containing normal ovarian surface epithelium. Table 1
lists the clinicopathological characteristics of the cases
selected.

A total of 50 independent formalin-fixed, paraffin-
embedded tissue blocks were selected that con-
tained over 90% tumour with contaminating stromal
tissue estimated to be no more than 10%, and total
RNAwas extracted using RecoverAllt Total Nucleic
Acid Extraction Kit (Ambion Ltd, Cambridgeshire,
UK) following the manufacturer’s protocol. RNA
quantity was assessed using a Nanodrops ND-1000
Spectrophotometer (Wilmington, USA). Reverse
transcription was carried out at 251C for 10min,
371C for 120min, 851C for 5 s followed by incubation
at 41C, using 20ng total RNA and the High-Capacity
cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosys-
tems, Foster City, CA, USA).

Relative Quantification by Real-Time RT-PCR
Analysis

Real-time quantitative PCR amplification of the
cDNA template corresponding to 20ng of total
RNA was performed using TaqMan Universal
PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) in an ABI
PRISM 7900 (Applied Biosystems). PCR conditions
were 951C for 10min followed by 40 cycles of
951C for 15 s and 601C for 1min. eIF6- (assay ID
Hs00158272_m1), Dicer-1- (assay ID 00229023_m1)
and Drosha (assay ID 00203008_m1)-specific Taq-
Man probes were available as Assays-on-Demand
from Applied Biosystems. Assays were gene dose
corrected using CDKN-1B as endogenous control as
previously described,23 and normalized to 22 cases
of normal whole ovary.

Data analysis was performed using Real-Time
StatMinert software from Integromicst (www.
integromics.com). Fold changes were calculated on
filtered and quantile normalized data using the DDCT

method. P-values were calculated using a t-test.

Immunohistochemical Stains and Statistical Analysis

Sections (4 mm) of the ovarian serous carcinoma
tissue array were cut and mounted on glass slides.
For antigen unmasking, deparaffinized sections
were boiled (eIF6) or microwaved (Dicer, Ki-67) in

Table 1 Relationship between expression levels of eIF6, Dicer
and various clinicopathological characteristics

Characteristics Cases eIF6 Cases Dicer

High Low P* High Low P*

Age
r55 14 13 1 0.4 30 25 5 0.09
455 50 42 8 34 22 12

Stage
II 9 8 1 0.56 9 7 2 0.59
III–IV 47 38 9 48 33 15
Unknown 8 7

Grade
2 28 23 5 0.87 29 23 6 0.23
3 36 29 7 32 21 11
Unknown 3

Lymph node metastases
Y 14 9 5 0.04 14 7 7 0.02
N 50 44 6 50 40 10

Preoperative chemotherapy
Y 14 12 2 0.74 14 12 2 0.22
N 50 41 9 42 29 13
Unknown 8

Ki67 index
450% 8 7 1 0.68 8 3 5 0.02
o50% 54 44 10 51 40 11
Unknown 2 5

*Two-tailed w2 test.
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citrate buffer (10mmol/l sodium citrate buffer (pH
6.0)) before incubation with primary antibodies.
eIF6 (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA) and Dicer
(Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA) protein levels were
examined using mouse monoclonal antibodies at
dilutions of 1:200 and 1:50, respectively.

Ki-67 (VectorLab) protein levels were examined
using rabbit polyclonal antibody at a dilution of
1:2000. Antibody staining was performed using the
Biogenex Super Sensitivet Link-Label IHC Detec-
tion system.

We recorded the intensity of eIF6 and Dicer
immunoreactivity (Figure 1) in the neoplastic glands
for every specimen (staining was diffuse and
homogeneous in each specimen). The intensity of
staining was graded on a scale from 0 to 3: ‘0’
reflected a lack of immunoreactivity, ‘1’ reflected weak
immunoreactivity, ‘2’ reflected moderate immuno-
reactivity and ‘3’ reflected strong homogeneous
nucleocytoplasmic (eIF6) or cytoplasmic (Dicer)
staining. ‘0’ and ‘1’ were the most common pattern
of staining in normal ovarian surface epithelium.
The percentage of positive cells for Ki-67 in the
neoplastic glands was recorded for each specimen.
Scores from all cores from one case were averaged.
Two pathologists (RF and CB) scored the stained
slides. All statistical analysis of immunohisto-
chemical studies was performed with both Analyse-
Itt Software Ltd and MedCalct Software Ltd. Two
sample comparisons were performed with the Mann–
Whitney rank sum test. The association between
protein and mRNA data was assessed using Pearson’s
correlation coefficient.

A histogram of the expression of eIF6 and Dicer
showed frequency distributions with two prominent

peaks at log10 values when both eIF6 and Dicer
distribution thresholds were set at 0.2 of the log10
ratio (corresponding to an immunoreactivity score of
1.6) (Figure 2). Patients could be divided clearly and
consistently into two groups with low and high
expression. A t-test validated this cutoff value for
separating two characteristic groups in terms of gene
expression.

Results

Real-Time Quantitative RT-PCR Analysis of
microRNA Machinery in Ovarian Serous
Adenocarcinoma

We used real-time RT-PCR analysis to examine 50
ovarian serous adenocarcinoma cases for eIF6,
Drosha and Dicer expression. All three components
involved in microRNA biogenesis demonstrated
upregulation in ovarian serous adenocarcinomas vs
normal whole ovary (Figure 3).

eIF6 was upregulated 2.9-fold in ovarian serous
adenocarcinoma (P¼ 0.0001). Drosha was upregu-
lated 2.7-fold in ovarian serous adenocarcinoma
(P¼ 0.0005). In addition, Dicer was upregulated
1.6-fold and had a tendency towards significance
(P¼ 0.054).

Immunohistochemical Analysis of eIF6 and Dicer
Expression in Ovarian Serous Adenocarcinoma

Our next investigation was to examine the protein
expression levels of eIF6 and Dicer and to see if
there was any correlation between the two. This
was undertaken as Dicer is involved in mature

Figure 1 Expression of eIF6 and Dicer in normal ovarian surface epithelium and ovarian serous adenocarcinoma (�40): no staining (0)
for eIF6 (a) and Dicer (b) in normal ovarian surface epithelium. Strong (3) staining for eIF6 (c) and Dicer (d) in ovarian serous
adenocarcinoma.
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microRNA biogenesis and eIF6 is an effector in
mature microRNA function.

Normal ovarian surface epithelium was predomi-
nantly non-reactive or showed diffuse weak nucleo-
cytoplasmic staining for eIF6. Seventy-five percent
of normal ovarian surface epithelium samples (30 of
40) showed immunoreactivity of r1.0, and the
mean eIF6 immunoreactivity in all normal ovarian
surface epithelium samples (n¼ 40) was 0.94.

In ovarian serous adenocarcinoma specimens, the
mean eIF6 immunoreactivity was 2.05, a greater
than two-fold increase over normal ovarian surface
epithelium. Twenty percent (13/66) of samples had
an immunoreactivity score of r1.6. The majority of
the ovarian serous adenocarcinoma specimens
showed immunoreactivity of Z1.6 (52 of 64; 80%).
The difference in eIF6 immunoreactivity between
normal ovarian surface epithelium and ovarian
serous adenocarcinoma was statistically significant
(Po0.0001). The results of the immunohistochem-
ical analysis of eIF6 expression in normal ovarian
surface epithelium and ovarian serous adenocarci-
noma are summarized in Table 2A.

Normal ovarian surface epithelium was
predominantly non-reactive or showed diffuse weak

cytoplasmic staining for Dicer. Ninety-seven percent
of normal ovarian surface epithelium samples (36 of
37) showed immunoreactivity of r1.0, and the
mean Dicer immunoreactivity in all normal ovarian
surface epithelium samples (n¼ 37) was 0.49. In
ovarian serous adenocarcinoma specimens, the
mean Dicer immunoreactivity was 2.32, a greater
than four-fold increase over normal ovarian surface
epithelium. Twenty-six percent (17/66) of samples
had an immunoreactivity score of r1.6. Seventy-
four percent of ovarian serous adenocarcinoma
specimens showed immunoreactivity of Z1.6 (49
of 66; 74%). The difference in Dicer immunoreac-
tivity between normal ovarian surface epithelium
and ovarian serous adenocarcinoma was statistically
significant (Po0.0001). The results of the immuno-
histochemical analysis of Dicer expression in nor-
mal ovarian surface epithelium and ovarian serous
adenocarcinoma are summarized in Table 2B.

A modest correlation was found between eIF6 and
Dicer protein levels and mRNA expression quanti-
fied by TaqMan real-time RT-PCR (r¼ 0.30; P¼ 0.03).

We found that there was no significant correlation
between eIF6 protein expression levels and Dicer
protein expression levels (r¼ 0.16, P¼ 0.2383).
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Figure 2 Histogram of the logarithmic protein expression of eIF6 (a) and Dicer (b) showing frequency distributions with two prominent
peaks at log10 values with the thresholds set at o0.2 for low expression and 40.2 for high expression.
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eIF6/Dicer Expression in Human Ovarian Serous
Adenocarcinoma Samples Correlates with
Clinicopathological Features

Our next investigation was to consider whether
protein expression levels of eIF6 and Dicer had any
relationship with clinicopathological characteristics
of ovarian serous adenocarcinoma.

We found that there was a statistically significant
relationship between eIF6 expression levels and the
presence of lymph node metastases (Table 1). Cases
with high eIF6 expression showed significantly
greater absence of lymph node metastases than
cases with low eIF6 expression (P¼ 0.04).

There was a statistically significant relationship
between Dicer expression levels and the presence of
lymph node metastases. In addition, a statistically

significant relationship exists between Dicer expression
levels and Ki-67 proliferation index. Cases with
high Dicer expression showed significantly greater
absence of lymph node metastases than those
with low Dicer expression (P¼ 0.02). Cases with
high Dicer expression showed significantly greater
prevalence of a proliferation index less than 50%
than those with low Dicer expression (P¼ 0.03).

Association Between eIF6/Dicer Protein Expression
and Patient Survival

We next examined whether protein expression
levels of eIF6 and Dicer were associated with patient
survival after surgery. Kaplan–Meier survival curves
showed that the probability of disease-free survival
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Figure 3 Mean fold changes of Dicer (P¼ 0.054), Drosha (P¼0.0005) and eIF6 (P¼ 0.0001) relative to normal whole ovary.

Table 2 Expression of (A) eIF6 and (B) Dicer in normal ovarian surface epithelium and ovarian serous adenocarcinoma

Histology No. of cases Mean±s.e.m. Immunoreactivity score

Low eIF6 High eIF6

(A) Expression of eIF6a 0 0.1–1.6 1.7–3.0
NOSE 40 0.94±0.11 11 (27.5%) 22 (55%) 7 (17.5%)
OSC 65 2.05±0.08 0 13 (20%) 52 (80%)

Unknown 1

Histology No. of cases Mean±s.e.m. Immunoreactivity score

Low Dicer High Dicer

(B) Expression of Dicerb 0 0.1–1.6 1.7–3.0
NOSE 37 0.49±0.09 20 (54%) 16 (43%) 1 (3%)
Unknown 3
OSC 66 2.32±0.11 1 (2%) 16 (24%) 49 (74%)

a
The difference in immunoreactivity between ovarian serous adenocarcinoma and normal ovarian surface epithelium and between low and high
eIF6 in ovarian serous adenocarcinoma is statistically significant (Po0.0001).
b
The difference in immunoreactivity between ovarian serous adenocarcinoma and normal ovarian surface epithelium and between low and high
Dicer in ovarian serous adenocarcinoma is statistically significant (Po0.0001).
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was significantly lower for patients with low levels
of eIF6 expression (P¼ 0.02 by log-rank test; Figure
4a and b). eIF6 status did not exhibit a significant
relationship with overall patient survival (P¼ 0.22
by log-rank test).

Kaplan–Meier survival curves showed that the
probability of both disease-free and overall survival
was not significantly different between patients
with low and high levels of Dicer expression
(P¼ 0.84 and 0.31, respectively, by log-rank test;
Figure 4c and d).

The interrelationship of possible prognostic fac-
tors and disease-free survival was further analysed
by means of Cox proportional hazards modelling
using age, grade, disease stage, preoperative
chemotherapy and presence of lymph node metas-
tases as well as the expression levels of eIF6 and
Dicer as variables. Reduced expression of eIF6 was
identified as a significant and independent prognostic

factor (P¼ 0.03). The hazard ratio for earlier relapse
was 2.6 (95% confidence interval: 1.10–5.97) for low
vs high expression levels of eIF6. These findings
indicate that the expression levels of eIF6 appear to
have a significant impact on disease-free survival in
ovarian serous adenocarcinoma patients.

Discussion

In this study, we evaluated the expression
and clinical relevance of eIF6 and Dicer in
human ovarian serous adenocarcinoma. We provide
definitive evidence that eIF6 and Dicer are both
upregulated in a significant proportion of ovarian
serous adenocarcinoma and are associated with
specific clinicopathological features, most notably
low eIF6 expression being associated with reduced
disease-free survival. Indeed, this association may

Figure 4 (a) Kaplan–Meier survival curves for ovarian serous carcinoma patients classified as showing either high or low eIF6
expression. eIF6 status was found to be associated with disease-free survival (log-rank, P¼ 0.02). (b) eIF6 status did not exhibit a
significant relationship with overall patient survival (log-rank, P¼ 0.22). (c and d) Kaplan–Meier survival curves for ovarian serous
carcinoma patients classified as showing either high or low Dicer expression. Dicer status did not exhibit a significant relationship with
both disease-free and overall patient survival (log-rank, P¼ 0.84 and P¼0.31).
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be related to cases with low eIF6 expression
showing significantly greater prevalence of
lymph node metastases than cases with high
eIF6 expression. Furthermore, Drosha, another
component of the microRNA machinery, was found
to be upregulated. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first report of alterations of eIF6 and
microRNA machinery in human ovarian serous
adenocarcinoma.

Similar to our study, overexpression of eIF6 has
also been previously demonstrated in both head and
neck squamous cell carcinomas and colorectal
carcinomas.24,25 The mechanism of eIF6 overexpres-
sion may be due to gene amplification. Human eIF6
is mapped to chromosome 20 (20q12), and previous
studies26–30 have identified amplification of the
chromosomal region 20q12–13 in ovarian cancer.
Indeed, amplifications of the 20q12 region have also
been found by CGH analysis in colorectal carcino-
mas.31 The role of upregulated eIF6 in ovarian
serous adenocarcinoma may be interpreted as a
consequence of increased protein turnover in ra-
pidly proliferating malignant cells based on its role
in ribosome assembly.

Recently, however, eIF6 has been linked with the
regulation of the canonical WNT signalling pathway
at the level of the b-catenin protein.32 b-Catenin is
important in cell adhesion and is a key molecule in
the WNT signalling pathway. Oncogenes such as
cyclin D1,33 c-myc,34 PPARd35 are targets of the
WNT/b-catenin pathway. Furthermore, eIF6 is
known to interact with integrin-b4.36 Deregulation
of the WNT signalling is well described in ovarian
serous adenocarcinoma pathogenesis,37–40 indicat-
ing that eIF6 may have multiple biological roles in
ovarian serous adenocarcinoma tumorigenesis.

Similar to our study, alterations in the expression
levels of Dicer have been found in prostate adeno-
carcinoma and lung adenocarcinomas.41,42 Upregu-
lation of Dicer correlated with clinical stage, lymph
node status and Gleason score in prostate adeno-
carcinoma.41 Dicer overexpression was noted in
precursor lesions of lung adenocarcinoma and
varied with histological subtype of lung carcino-
ma.42 Furthermore, an association between reduced
Dicer expression and poor prognosis has been
identified in lung cancer patients.8 Interestingly,
high Dicer expression correlated with proliferation
index and lymph node status in our study; however,
no correlation was demonstrated between Dicer
expression and patient prognosis.

The mechanism for Dicer deregulation appears to
be complex. Chiosea et al42 demonstrated that a
fraction of lung adenocarcinomas lose Dicer as a
result of deletions at the Dicer locus, whereas
Karube et al8 found that hypermethylation of CpG
sites in the promoter region of Dicer is absent in a
subset of lung carcinomas.

Human Dicer is mapped to chromosome
14(14q32.3). In ovarian cancer, loss of heterozygosity
is found at a rate of 49% at chromosome 14q.43 This is

the site of the Dicer locus, indicating that
the mechanism accounting for low levels of Dicer
in our study maybe due to genomic instability at
this region.

Recently, microRNAs were implicated in the
development of ovarian cancer: 39 microRNAs were
found to be differentially regulated between tumour
and normal ovarian tissue.13 Specifically, in the
serous histotype, 37 of 41 differentially expressed
microRNAs were downregulated relative to normal
ovary. However, selection of control cells may
strongly influence the determination of differen-
tially expressed genes in such ovarian cancer
studies.44 Epithelial ovarian cancer is thought to
arise from three proposed origins including the
ovarian surface epithelium or mullerian inclusions,
fallopian tube mucosa and mullerian epithelium
elsewhere in the peritoneal cavity.45–49 Expression
profiling studies involve the comparison of ovarian
serous adenocarcinoma to normal ovarian surface
epithelium. In this regard, because normal ovarian
surface epithelium comprises only a small percen-
tage of the total cells of whole normal ovary and
ovarian tumour cells contain a significant amount of
stromal and host-derived immune cells, normal
ovarian surface epithelium is seen as an optimal
control in gene expression studies. In this regard,
microRNA profiles of ovarian serous adenocarcinoma
relative to normal ovarian serous epithelium may
differ from that published by Iorio et al.13 Further-
more, microRNA expression is both temporally and
spatially heterogeneous and it is not inconceivable
that microRNA profiles and indeed Dicer protein
levels may differ within the same tumour type.

Little is known about the mechanisms of micro-
RNA deregulation in neoplastic tissue. MicroRNA
genes are commonly located at minimal regions of
amplification, loss of heterozygosity and breakpoint
regions, suggesting that abnormal microRNA pro-
files can be caused by somatic gene mutation.50

Recent research suggests that DNA methylation is
also involved in the regulation of microRNA
expression, and the methylation can be reversed by
DNA methyltransferase inhibitors.51–54 Mature mi-
croRNA biogenesis, however, is dependant on Dicer
and it is conceivable that lower Dicer levels may
reduce microRNA expression in ovarian cancer
cells. This hypothesis, however, relies on the
assumption that Dicer is functional. Many research
groups demonstrate a functional interfering RNA
pathway in ovarian adenocarcinoma cell lines by
using small interfering RNA constructs targeting
mRNAs.55,56 In addition, global microRNA profiling
has showed that Drosha overexpression in
cervical squamous cell carcinoma appears to be
of functional significance.57 However, despite
evidence for decreased Dicer levels leading to a
decrease in microRNA let-7,7 no definitive evidence
linking global alterations in microRNA profiles to
Dicer levels has been demonstrated to date. In fact,
increased Dicer expression was observed in lung
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adenocarcinoma relative to normal alveolar epithe-
lium in a tumour where global downregulation of
microRNA has been reported.58 Alternate events
such as somatic gene alteration and epigenetic
regulation need to be pursued.

In conclusion, we provide definitive evidence that
eIF6 and Dicer are both upregulated in a significant
proportion of ovarian serous adenocarcinomas and
are associated with specific clinicopathological
features of ovarian serous adenocarcinoma, most
notably low eIF6 expression being associated with
reduced disease-free survival. The status of eIF6 and
proteins of the microRNA machinery may help
predict toxicity and susceptibility to future interfer-
ing RNA-based therapy.
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